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 While the cryptocurrency space is starting to see huge growth in early 2017, some blockchain projects have moved beyond
hype and hype alone. For some of the most highly anticipated blockchain projects, we are at the brink of massive changes. NEO

Since its launch back in 2014, NEO has had a big presence in the cryptocurrency space. While they have the same
“Decentralized Autonomous Organization” as Ethereum, they use an entirely different technology. While Ethereum was built

for the purpose of creating a blockchain network, NEO is intended to become the first blockchain network. As NEO comes out
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of the shadows and begins to begin to publicly announce partnerships, investors can see that the project is more than just
another blockchain venture. NEO is starting to really show off its full potential. They’ve announced many major partnerships,
including the most notable one with IDAX. They also announced a project with the government of the Seychelles, giving an

insight into how they want to set themselves apart from the rest of the cryptocurrencies. The fact that they can collaborate with
the government of one of the smallest countries in the world (with a population of just over 100,000 people) shows that they are
truly looking to push themselves into becoming a major player in the blockchain space. Partnerships NEO has also announced
multiple partnerships with companies that have massive potential. Although the details of their partnerships are still somewhat
vague, NEO has revealed major partnerships with industries that have never had a blockchain partnership before. One of the

first partnerships that was made public was one with internet service provider “Neo Global Cloud Service.” The project is
supposed to give users the ability to store their cryptocurrencies in an easy to use wallet. This will give users the ability to send
and receive cryptocurrencies from anywhere without the hassle of a specialized wallet or exchange. Another major partnership
that NEO is working on is one with the online gambling giant “Lazada.” They are providing a major partnership with the online
gambling platform, giving their users the ability to play against one another and share their results through the NEO blockchain.
Getting Mainstream Attention Another major milestone for NEO was reaching out to the South Korean government. They have
been working on the development of their technology for quite some time and are starting to make the rest of the world aware

of the potential that the technology has to offer. While many people have been worried about the increasing use of the
technology, they are now starting 82157476af
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